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etc.. and judging the right one, that could give the best
results.
In proposed work, the deep learning classification models are
trained and tested on the MNIST hand written digit dataset,
which is freely available.
This work has been divided into six sections. Section II
briefly explains the existing work. Section III describes the
proposed . Section IV deals with the prepossessing stage and
the different implementation methods . Section V discuses
about results and comparisons about performance levels in
different aspects, Conclusion and future enhancement are
briefed in the last section.

Abstract: student performance measured in CO-PO (Course
Outcome and Program Outcome) attainment for OMR based
answer sheet automation playing very curtail role in pupil concert
analysis in this approach. In the proposed work, marks
evaluation sheet is consider as input image, then apply frame
cropping technique to extract the marks filled table by subdividing
into cells as individual images by frame cropping technique. In
order to recognition of hand written digit in each frame, various
machine learning models are adopted, trained. Experimental
results from proposed work show that convolutional neural
network excels higher in identification digits from frames. The
outputs are then converted to CSV version, which is used to
evaluate CO-PO attainment for each learner. The experiments
have been conducted and tested in proposed work on various
machine learning techniques and compared the results to pick the
optimal model.

II. RELATED WORK
Direct Assessment Measures [3] is used to estimate the
student performance by the LSTM algorithm. Its precision is
85.5 percent only. Author predicts the Achievements,
outcomes and proposal for global accreditation of
engineering education [1] using binary classifier C4.5
algorithm. The accuracy of this technique is 82.5.
This case study [2] was based on support vector regression
technique, in this approach so may anomalies were detected
while preprocessing the dataset. The research article entitled
with Achievement of Program Outcomes Using Assessment
Plan Measurement student performance Analysis for
Detecting and locating weak students in particular course
outcome using ANN and SVM [4] are used support vector
machine and artificial neural network techniques. Belsito et
al. [6] developed artificial neural network method for slow
learner student identification.

Keywords: Hand written digit, Object detection, Classification,
Deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Intake of programs in education institutions becoming
increasing every year. Evaluations of student performance in
the form of outcomes, which are mapped with course
outcomes, become more important than ever before. The
requirement for mining frame work for CO-PO attainment
and fraud detection in scrutiny and marks counting reduce the
risk factor and increases efficiency. Course outcomes are
available in syllabus for any course. Based on CO-PO
attainment
Program Outcomes are assessed. Program
Outcomes are designed from Graduate outcomes. Graduate
outcomes are twelve which are defined by national board of
accreditation (NBA). These twelve graduate outcomes
summarized to program outcomes for any program.
Convolutional Neural Networks are popular for image
processing. CNN can also be used for translating these images
to text and numbers. CNN is the class of deep learning.
Framework is a graphical representation of a set of classes and
interfaces using Application programing Interface (API).
Proposed work one among several offerings of image
detection and diagnosis techniques look into
innovative methods like Frame Cropping, CNN, RNN,
LSTM model

III. METHODOLY
A. Architecture of Convolution Neural Network
1) Bone of CNNs: The Fig 3.1 exhibits a widespread
architecture of the CNN model, consisting of two
convolutional operations, two operations of pooling that gives
rise to four groups of feature maps, and the fully connected
layer in the end. The last layer, being a full connection layer,
obtains the input data by flattening all elements of the fourth
group of feature maps. Full connection layers are constantly
stack with each other in the tail and remaining convolutional
and pooling layer can be mixed to stack together at the head of
the architecture. The statistics in Fig. 3.1 refer to the
dimensions of the equivalent layer. Mainly, the input data is
with 24 × 24 pixels, the output is with 128 × 1 vector, and the
other numbers represent the feature map outlines. For
example, 4@20 × 20 indicates there are 4 feature maps, each
with the size of 4 × 4.
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A. Algorithm to Identify Hand Written Digits:
1) Collect paper valuation samples from COE. The
samples are .jpg format.
2) Extract part-A, part-B and part-II sub parts like total
marks and serial no of answer book in the bundle by applying
image crop techniques. Java implementation is done for this
part.
3) In part-II division, Applying image processing
techniques get marks and SNO of answer booklet in bundle
with filled circles.
4) In Part-A and part-B applying image crop techniques,
Sub divided into each and every cell.
5) Hand written digit recognition (MNIST dataset/
EMNIST) CNN trained model is used to identify marks in
above cell.
6) Generate CSV file for above marks.
7) Applying prototype of marks counting, check whether
the marks are identical in both parts. (part-A + Part-B marks
generated by model and marks generated by bubbling circles
in total marks area)
8) If both marks are same, it indicates scrutiny did his
marks counting duty perfectly; otherwise mismatch is marks
counting and provision to fraud in scrutiny marks counting.
9) Generated CSV File is also used for CO-PO
attainment for marks.
10) In part-B area, the cell contains marks for its sub
parts like 4+5+3. It is very interesting issue, it is addressed
with the help of image cropping techniques.
11) One more crucial functionality is Extract the exact
cell part.

Fig3.1: Architecture of Convolution Neural Networks
Adding a bias term the system can get convolutional results
regarding each filter and then through nonlinearity, such as
the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU), before they are warehoused
into the feature map. Clearly, the involved parameters in one
convolutional operation are the filter height and filter width,
the number of feature maps, the stride height and stride width,
the type of convolutional and the connection weight in the
filter. The pooling operation except for the element-wised
product be similar to the convolution operation and the
resulted values of the corresponding feature map. Concisely,
the pooling operation services a predefined window, it is the
kernel which is used to gather the average value or the highest
value of the elements where it slides, and the slide size is also
called “stride” as in the convolutional operation.

B. Procedure to construct CNN model :
Convolutional neural network model is the neural network
approach; it is configured with the following method. First
and foremost step is the importing required sequential
libraries to our model. The MNIST data also added from
keras datasets library. The built in MNIST handwritten digits
data set has a training set of 60,000 examples, and a test set of
10,000 examples is used in our experiment.
The next step is Load the mnist data set into our model as
labelled X_train, y_train, X_test, y_test. Reshape our image
into 28X28 pixels as floating point data, the parameters are
sample images, width, heights, channel whether it is colored,
gray scale or black and white. Normalize the input samples
from 0-255 pixel values to in the range of 0,1 both inclusive.
One hot encode outputs is used for the class labeled as
y_train, y_test and reshaping. The further extending is
creating a simple sequential CNN model with the following
configuration by adding the following methods in sequential
order as follows.
Conv2D function is added to our model using the parameters
as input shape 28X28 black and white image with relu
activation function, then MaxPooling2D() function is added
to our model. The functions are repeated twice for getting two
layers.
Then 20% percentage of results are dropped out by by
invoking Dropout(0.2) function. Inorder to smoothen the
results the Flattern() function is invoked. The function
Dense(128, activation='relu') is used for further relu
activation function.

Fig 3.2: Block diagram of the proposed Model

The methodology part alienated into various categories like
existing methods, proposed approach and challenges faced on
collecting of data sets.
In existing method optical mark recognition (OMR) is the
technology of electronically extracting intended data from
marked fields, such as checkboxes and fill-infields, on printed
forms. OMR technology scans a printed form and reads
predefined positions and records where marks are made on
the form, but it unable to recognize the hand written digits.
In proposed approach data is read from OMR JPG image and
applying frame cropping technique and Deep learning model
to identify handwritten digits.
The major Challenges faced On Collecting hand written
Dataset for testing purpose is very challenging issue. writing
politely letters to concerned authorities through proper
channel. It is a time taking process in our case, even it last 4 to
5 years data, So many security ans authentication issues are
softly handled, for training MNIST data set is adopted.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
In the implementation phase the following steps plays a very
important role. They are as follows.
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Then 50% percentage of results are dropped out by by
invoking Dropout(0.5) function. At the end of the program the
function
Dense(num_classes, activation='softmax') is
invoked with softmax as activation function.
The Compilation model is takes place with adam optimizer to
reduce the loss of categorical_crossentropy and build the
model. In order to fit the model the following procedure is
used with epochs 10 and batch_size=256.
model.fit(X_train, y_train,
epochs=10, batch_size=256)

validation_data=(X_test,

y_test),

Finally evaluation of the model takes place and model is
saved as model.h5 files and the accuracy of the model is 97.8
percentage.
In predict module the .h5 model is used to predict the given
image as hand written digit. Here one interesting thing is that
the MNIST hand written image data set is black back ground
and white digit but one image is reverse manner i.e white
background and black text, So the system uses the following
function for required conversion.

Fig 4.1: Bar Chart representation for classification
methods
In order to apply the multinomial naive based technique on
data set of size 98000 thousand samples. It predicts the 67
percentage classified accuracy.
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative
classifier that the distance between the supporting vectors and
the hyper plane are as far as possible i.e optimal hyper Plane.
Logistic regression is a classification algorithmic technique
used to assign observations to a discrete set of classes.
Logistic regression transforms its output using the logistic
sigmoid function to return a probability value. In our mission,
considering of the logistic regression technique on data set of
size 98000 thousand samples. It calculate the 83.5 percentage
classified accuracy.
Random forest classifier built a set of decision trees from
randomly selected subset of training set. aggregate of many
decision trees reduce the effect of noise giving more accurate
results.

ret,img=cv2.threshold(img,127,255,cv2.THRESH_BINARY_INV)

The gray scale image open as black and white by
img=cv2.imread('test1.jpg',0) and resize into 28X28 matrix.
Table 4.1 various algorithms and its Precision
Algorithm

Accuracy

SVM

82

Multinomial Naive based (MNB)

67

Logistic Regression (LR)

83.5

Random Forest Ensemble method (RFEM)

86.5

CNN

97.8

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
These are the most significant statistical find outs in
recognition of digits. They include:
1) The average section performance is predicted as 68.78
percentages for semester is evaluated from the generated data
sets.
2) The failure percentage decreased from first year on
average (69.5) to final year (96.8) evaluated from the
generated data set.
3) Programing skills learning increase from first years to final
year students based on the computing marks percentage in the
labs from beginning semesters to final semesters.
4) The bloom’s taxonomy different level could be evaluated
and used to identify slow learners, medium learners and fast
learners and their interesting areas are also easily predicted to
their carriers growth levels.

Fig 4.2: Frame Cropping Sample output Screen
In Fig 4.2 the omr marks sheet is consider as the input of the
frame cropping methods, it is divides 8 rows and 6 columns.

Fig 4.3: Input Image of Convolutional neural network
Model
In Fig 4.3 the image supplies as the input our model then the
image preprocessing takes place as the first step, and it is feed
into input of our model then the model correctly predicted is
as the digit 2.
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Fig 4.4: Predicted output of CNN Model
In Fig 4.4 the CNN model correctly predicting the input
image as 2 with probability 100 percentage and remaining
digits as 0 percentages probabilities.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The MNIST data samples are gathered from MNIST website.
The system has trained by various machine learning and deep
leaning techniques and model has generated. It has used to
predict to the newly incoming hand written samples are digit 0
to 9. This model can easily predict hand written digits. It can
check any counting mistakes. Analyze the student learning
and grasping levels.
One more curtail functionality enhanced in future is extract
the exact cell part is still need to be optimize.
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